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Audio technology has moved on fast - in
less than a decade
Students' expectations of us as tutors
changed - probably irrevocably - under
Covid Lockdown
Students benefit from the flexibility and
portability of podcasts (Sims, 2021)
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What was the problem?
A show of hands...
how many have noticed continuing drop
off in student attendance postlockdown?
how many regularly listen to podcasts?

how many regularly produce podcasts?
This is for you
Image: AdvanceHE student experience survey, 2022

Daddy, what did you do during the
pandemic?

You may not need
reminding...
Inclusion - poor WiFi,
lack of study space
during lockdown

How did we use podcasts to solve it?
•

One of our object-based podcasts was a walking
tour of milestones in the history of radical
journalism in Manchester, but in other cases the
"objects" were embedded in a downloadable
script which accompanied each week's
"episode"

•

Evidence that 18-25 is one of the highest
growing audiences for podcasting (Edison
Research, 2021; Newman and Gallo, 2020)

•

We wanted to demonstrate multimedia
journalism techniques in the creation (and
consumption) of learning materials

How did we use podcasts to solve it?
•

One of our object-based podcasts was a walking
tour of milestones in the history of radical
journalism in Manchester, but in other cases the
"objects" were embedded in a downloadable
script which accompanied each week's
"episode"

•

This particular podcast included geomapping,
directions within the audio and on Word.doc

•

One audio element of the podcast was taken
from a short film about The Guardian archive in
Manchester's John Rylands Library

How did we use podcasts to solve it?
•

One of our object-based podcasts was a walking
tour of milestones in the history of radical
journalism in Manchester, but in other cases the
"objects" were embedded in a downloadable
script which accompanied each week's
"episode"

•

We followed The Guardian archive segment by
interviewing Helen Pidd, the current North of
England Editor

•

Other segments included selections of historical
writing on Manchester from Engels, Orwell

How did we use podcasts to solve it?
•

Our big Object-based Podcast was a walking tour
of milestones in the history of radical journalism
in Manchester, but in other cases the "objects"
were embedded in a downloadable script which
accompanied each week's "episode"

•

Interviewees included founder/editors of
Manchester-based investigative site, The
Meteor, and Joshi Herrmann of The Mill

•

"That's it! I've found my home. I'm staying right
here!" - one student's reaction during podcast
walking tour

Method making - a typical podcast
•

This example of a conversation between
Eleanor and me in a podcast on coverage
of social movements since 2010

•

#Occupy, #Uncut, #MeToo, #BLM,
Extinction Rebellion, equality and
diversity in journalism

•

Importance for students of links/pics etc
on Word.doc enhanced script

Student responses
•

"Very helpful - I struggle to focus on one thing
so podcasts were more engaging and allowed
me to potter around and get other things done
too!"

•

"They helped lay the groundwork on what we
should study further in our own time"

•

"I loved having the script as well so I could saved
it and always have something to look back on"

•

Saunders and Hutt (2015) found that
multimedia technology in learning has the
advantage that it can "be paused, replayed and
reflected upon"

80% of survey respondents
said they would find similar
podcasts useful post-Covid

What did it look like?
•

Graphics, stills, or links to video made text
more engaging and varied

•

Hyperlinks to further reading

•

Much of the material could also be
repurposed in formal, more traditional
"lecture notes"

•

Lonn and Teasley (2009) found that for
podcasting to work in this way, "instructors
must be willing to adjust their teaching styles
and not merely lecture, but create... a variety
of learning opportunities."

What did it look like?
•

Format developed from initial prescription of
subtitled "video lectures"

•

Viewing figures were low - students asked for
something downloadable, to take with them

•

Lonn and Teasley (2009) found that for
podcasting to work in this way, "instructors
must be willing to adjust their teaching styles
and not merely lecture, but create... a variety
of learning opportunities."

What did it look like?
•

The podcasts frequently acted as "previews" for
guest lecturers at webinars

•

Podcasts gave us a way to start a conversation
with the students, despite the yawning chasm of
MS Teams calls

•

Lonn and Teasley (2009) found that for podcasting
to work in this way, "instructors must be willing to
adjust their teaching styles and not merely lecture,
but create... a variety of learning opportunities."

What did it look like?
•

Theoretical, ethical, social issues on this module
required reference material which students could
use in assessments

•

Episodes normally lasted no more than 30 min more complex issues broken into 2-parters

•

Lonn and Teasley (2009) found that for podcasting
to work in this way, "instructors must be willing to
adjust their teaching styles and not merely lecture,
but create... a variety of learning opportunities."

What did it look like?
•

Two years in, we know the format works, and
is popular with students

•

Fast-changing stories and industry
development means none of the scripts is
"boiler plate", but changes to the template
are less onerous now

•

Lonn and Teasley (2009) found that for
podcasting to work in this way, "instructors
must be willing to adjust their teaching styles
and not merely lecture, but create... a variety
of learning opportunities."

Journalism education
•

Passing on knowledge

•

Passing on skills - including listening

•

Adding to the range of learning
materials

•

Giving students confidence to produce
their own multimedia journalism in a
range of formats, and introducing the
idea of repurposing content across
different platforms

Journalism educators - how can you do it?

•

If you make podcasts, you may know this already...

•

If you've never made a podcast, this is how it's done...

•

Allows us to update and extend audio production skills
from the studio or newsroom to academic environment

Learning lessons from podcasts
... in lockdown and later
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Next steps #1 - tech
•

Platforms such as (short-lived) Entale attempted to bring back
enhanced podcasts

•

Equally short-lived experimental Strange Bird podcast by The
Guardian mobile innovation lab (Chalabi, 2018)

•

Spotify's lyrics reader may become available for wider public use

•

BBC and others (Octaviani and Baume, 2020) experimented with
podcast tools including graphics and animation

Next steps #2 - pedagogy
•

Rising cases of poor mental health, need to work, rising cost of living are
among post-Covid pressures facing students (Neves and Brown, 2022)

•

These podcasts have provided an equal platform for students to engage with
learning materials

•

They do not discriminate on whether a student attends a live sessions or not

•

The podcasts exist beyond the timetable - students return to them

•

Will podcasts of this kind help mitigate some of the worst impacts of
students' circumstances?
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Thank you

Any
Questions?

Journalism and Media in Society podcasts
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Dr Eleanor Shember-Critchley: former
community radio producer, broadcaster and
researcher; podcaster; fashion blogger
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Journalism and Media in Society podcasts
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Peter Murray - former radio news producer,
outside broadcast specialist at the BBC, podcast
producer, mobile journalism specialist
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